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5. What is the area of a circular vessel having a diameter of 130 in.

6. What is the area of an elliptie floor, the axes of which are 33 ft. 5 in. and 20
ft. 3 in., respectively.

7. In this figure, the following measurements being given, find the area, to three
Places of decimals:

A B
A*B = 6 ft.
BC "3 "

CD " 4"

DE " 5 "

AE " 4 "E/
AC " 7 c

E C " 8 "

D

8. Or given in a similar figure:-

E C = 10 ft.

A C = 9 ft. and perpendiculars to A C from B, A to E C and E C to D 2j ft.

31 ft. and 3 feet respectively, what would be the area ?

. 9 If the diameter of a circle be 10 in., what is its eircumference, what its area
inches, and what its capacity in imperial gallons to each 10 in. in depth ?

iNo. 5.

UsE OF SLIDE RULE.

Time-1 Hour.

(Maximum number of marks attainable, 75.)

1. Upon what principle is the slide rule constructed ?
2. What do you understand by the terms " arithmetical " and -1 geomotrical"

Progression respectively ?
3. Is there any distinguishing difference between the linos A, B, and C, and

Wherein do the lines D and M D differ from the line A?
4. What are the significations of the letters M D, S S, and S L, and which line is

rore Particularly suitable for use in the survey of malt houses ?

t 5. Explain how you would proceed in order to solve the following 'questions by
e slide ruie, and state what figures on B would be opposite, 1 on A, and what figure

""OUnd be opposite the required answer on B ?
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